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Notes from Mei Ling 

Increase the City’s tree canopy from 13.7% to 25%. 20 years SFE & Planning DPW, Rec Park, SFPUC
Enforce existing Code requirements for street tree Ongoing DPW Planning
Pursue an expanded City sponsored street tree planting 

program.

0-5 years DPW FUF, SFPUC

Support Friends of Urban Forest’s tree planting and 

sidewalk garden programs.

Ongoing FUF DPW, SFPUC

Increase the number of street trees by at lease half 

(50,000 trees).

20 YEARS DPW & FUF PROPERTY OWNERS

Develop a Citywide Street Tree Planting Strategy. 0-5 years DPW Planning, FUF, UFC This is a great goal with a signifcant amount of 

work. It would be an important program for the 

UFC to support and work on. If this item is 

approved by the UFC, SFE needs to be added to 

the list, as the UFC staffing support. 

Maintain and update list of Recommended Street Trees 

and Other Plantings.

Annually DPW UFC, FUF
Current work plan item

Consider selecting and planting trees based on their 

ability to provide specific benefits.

0-5 years DPW FUF, Planning, SFPUC

Explore opportunities to use trees to mitigate air 

pollution.

0-5 YEARS DPW FUF, PLANNING, SFPUC, SFE

Help manage stormwater through increased use of 

trees and landscaping. 

ONGOING SFPUC DPW, FUF

Target trees to achieve public health benefits, 

especially for children and seniors.

Ongoing DPW DPH

Maximize carbon storage potential of urban forest to 

combat climate change. 

Ongoing SFE Planning, DPW, FUF

Consider adaptation to climate change in identifying a 

local tree species palette.

Ongoing UFC DPW, FUF This could be included in the annual review and 

adoption of the Recommended List of Street 

Trees. If this item is approved by the UFC, SFE 

needs to be added to the list, as the UFC 

staffing support. 

Use the urban forest to support local wildlife and 

provide habitat. 

Ongoing SFE & Planning DPW, FUF, SFPUC

URBAN FOREST PLAN IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

1.  Pursue an expanded and 

equitable distribution of trees and 

greening throughout the City.

  2. Maximize benefits of the urban 

forest – social, economic and 

environmental.

Orange highlight ids tasks that are not within UFC purview currently, but good possibilities to consider for expanding scope 

Yellow highlight identifies UFC in work task
Green highlight ids exsiting UFC scope

Salmon highlight ids a task that is not within current purview and I'm not sure how we could accomplish without sigificant increase in resources



Promote urban agriculture through the urban forest 

where possible.

Ongoing DPW SFE, FUF

Promote tree planting and maintenance to help create 

successful commercial districts and support local 

Ongoing DPW CBDS, FUF

 3.  Promote a range of urban 

greening tools in the public 

right=of-wa and on buildings.

Utilize existing programs to expand greenery in the 

public right-of-way such as the sidewalk landscaping 

program (DPW), Pavement to Parks (Planning) and 

SFPUC Green Infrastructure Program and others.

Ongoing DPW, PLANNING, SFPUC FUF

 4.  Promote a range of urban 

greening tools in the public right-

of-way and on private property.

Utilize existing programs to expand greenery in the 

public right-of-way such as the Sidewalk Landscaping 

Program (DPW), Pavement to Parks (Planning) and 

SFPUC Green Infrastructure Program.

Ongoing DPW, Planning,  SFPUC FUF

Strategies Actions Timeline Lead Partners
Replace removed or dead trees on streets on a 1:1 

basis.

Ongoing DPW SFPUC

Improve enforcement of existing codes for tree 

protection including: Public Works Code (Article 16) 

and Planning Code (Sec. 138.1 & 428).

Ongoing DPW Planning

Improve care and maintenance of street trees through 

a comprehensive maintenance program.

0-5 YEARS  TO ESTABLISH 

PROGRAM

DPW PLANNING

Encourage developers to incorporate existing trees into 

building and site designs.

Ongoing DPW PLANNING

Consider trees in the review of permits for garages, 

curb cuts and driveways.

Ongoing DPW PLANNING

Require contractors to carry Tree Protection Bonds 

during construction projects. 

0-5 years DPW planning, dbi

Improve process for Tree Protection Plans required for 

construction projects.

0-5 YEARS DPW PLANNING, DBI

Fully integrate DPW into the building permit and 

project tracking system (PPTS).

0-5 years DPW Planning, DBI

Involve DPW early in the planning and design of 

projects affecting trees in the public right-of-way.

Ongoing DPW SFCTA, SFMTA, PLANNING

Plant a variety of species to create a more resilient Ongoing DPW FUF, SFPUC
Monitor urban forest for signs of emerging pests or Ongoing DPW SFE

  2. Maximize benefits of the urban 

forest – social, economic and 

environmental.

  1. Stabilize existing urban forest 

by achieving a net zero loss of 

trees.

2.  Reduce the impacts of 

development on the urban forest.

3.  Develop strategies to combat 

diseases and pests.

GOAL 2: PROTECT THE URBAN NFOREST FROM THREATS AND LOSS BY PRESERVING THE CITY'S EXISTING TREES.



Require annual disease and pest training for City’s 

urban forestry staff. 

Annually DPW SFE

Increase enforcement of the Urban Forestry Ordinance. 0-5 years dpw planning

Conduct annual review of tree care by City agencies. Annually UFC SFE

The UFC doesn’t currently evaluate tree care 

provided by city agencies in the Annual Report. 

And we don't really have a way to effectively 

evaluate tree care. If members have 

suggesstions about how we could effectively 

meet with request, it'd be great to talk about it. 

Otehrwise, we may have to remove this one. 

Educate the public on proper tree care. Ongoing SFE DPW

Strategies Actions Timeline Lead Partners
  1. Create a cohesive 

management program for the 

City’s Street trees.

Adequately fund and establish the Department of 

Public Works’ (DPW) Bureau of Urban Forestry as the 

primary maintenance provider or all trees in the public 

0-5 years DPW -------

Implement an efficient and cost-effective routine 

maintenance program for all city street trees (3-5 yr 

pruning cycle, block pruning, structural pruning, 

0-5 years DPW -------

Develop a Street Tree Management Plan. 0-5 years DPW UFC, FUF This is a great goal with a signifcant amount of 

work. It would be an important program for the 

UFC to support and work on. If this item is 

approved by the UFC, SFE needs to be added to 

the list, as the UFC staffing support. 

Test new technologies and techniques to improve 

street tree health and minimize utility conflicts.

DPW FUF

Consider establishing a Street Tree Nursery. 0- 5 years DPW FUF
Continue Friends of the Urban Forest’s Early Tree Care 

Program.

Ongoing FUF -------

3.  Develop strategies to combat 

diseases and pests.

GOAL 3: MANAGE THE URBAN FOREST THROUGH COORDINATED PLANNING, DESIGN, AND MAINTENANCE TO ENSURE ITS LONG-TERM HEALTH AND SUSTAINABILITY.

 4. Promote proper care and 

maintenance of trees. 

  2. Employ best management 

practices in street tree 

maintenance to create an efficient 

and cost-effective maintenance 

program.

  3. Manage and care for street 

trees throughout their full life-

cycle.



Plan phased removals of overmature trees and 

succession plantings.

Ongoing DPW -------

Make wood from removed street trees publicly 

available for re-use. 

0-5 years DPW -------

Create a Parks & Open Space Urban Forest Plan. 0-5 years Rec Park UFC, Planning This is a great goal with a signifcant amount of 

work. It would be an important program for the 

UFC to support and work on. If this item is 

approved by the UFC, SFE needs to be added to 

the list, as the UFC staffing support. 

Develop community tree plans for neighborhoods and 

major streets.

5-10 years DPW Planning

Implement Better Street Plan’s street tree and planting 

guidelines.

ONGOING DPW PLANNING, FUF

Maximize trees and landscaping in new streetscape ONGOING DPW PLANNING, SFMTA, SFCTA
Develop recommendations for greening on buildings & 

private property.

0-5 YEARS PLANNING DBI, DPW

Complete the Citywide Street Tree Census & Summary 

Report.

0-5 years DPW Planning, FUF

Perform an Urban Tree Canopy Analysis every five 

years. 

Every 5 years Planning DPW

Produce annual State of the Urban Forest Report. Annually UFC SFE
Current work plan item

Carry out updated Citywide Urban Forest Analysis 

(UFORE).

0-5 years UFC SFE, Planning

Is the suggested freqency every five years? This 

is a great goal, which requires fundraising. 

Conduct focused research on local urban forest topics. Ongoing UFC SFE, Planning

Current work in this area is limted, though the 

UFC has committed to expanded focus research 

and roundtable dicussions on forestry issues in 

their current Strategic Plan. The Planning and 

Funding Committee will be dicussing a two year 

work plan at their December meeting. 

Establish the Urban Forest Council as the city’s primary 

advisory body on urban forest issues. Primary tasks 

include:

Ongoing UFC SFE

Current work plan item

  6. Improve coordination and 

communication between agencies, 

policy makers, and the 

community.

  3. Manage and care for street 

trees throughout their full life-

cycle.

  4. Plan for the long-term health 

and beauty of the urban forest. 

  5. Collect and use data to 

manage and monitor the urban 

forest.



Coordinate grant funding opportunities related to 

urban forestry.

Ongoing UFC SFE Current work in this area is limted, though the 

UFC has committed to expanded focus in grants 

fundraising and coordination in their current 

Strategic Plan.

Develop a strategic plan outlining major council 

priorities and a workplan.

Ongoing UFC SFE
Current work plan item

Bring relevant agencies together to make policy 

recommendations.

Ongoing UFC SFE
Current work plan item

Evaluate major infrastructure and development 

projects affecting trees.

Ongoing UFC SFE
Current work plan item

(For additional duties, see council bylaws). Ongoing UFC SFE Anything to add? 

Improve coordination and communication between 

public and private entitites with major tree resources.

Ongoing UFC FEDERAL, STATE, REGIONAL 

AND CITY AGENCIES Current work plan item. SFE needs to be added 

to the list, as the UFC staffing support. 

Strategies Actions Timeline Lead Partners
Pursue a dedicated long-term funding stream for tree 

maintenance.

0-5 years DPW Planning, FUF, REC PARK
UFC may want to be involved in this task.  

Develop a cohesive funding program for tree planting. DPW Planning, FUF UFC may want to be involved in this task.  

Better utilize existing funding sources to meet canopy 

and management goals.

Ongoing DPW Planning, SFPUC, SFCTA, SFE
UFC may want to be involved in this task.  

Strengthen enforcement of and collection of in-lieu 

fees.

Ongoing DPW Planning, DBI

UFC may want to be involved in this task.  

Develop programs for gifting by charitable foundations, 

private companies, groups and individuals. 

0-5 years DPW FUF

UFC may want to be involved in this task.  

Explore non-traditional and technology driven funding 

techniques.

0-5 years DPW PLANNING, SFE, FUF
UFC may want to be involved in this task.  

3.  Consider new and innovative 

funding sources.

Explore non-traditional and technology driven funding 

techniques (i.e. “crowdsourcing”).

0-5 years DPW Planning, SFE, FUF

UFC may want to be involved in this task.  

GOAL 4: FUND THE URBAN FOREST BY ESTABLISHING A DEDICATED FUNDING STREAM FOR THE CITY'S TREES.

  6. Improve coordination and 

communication between agencies, 

policy makers, and the 

community.

1.  Secure funding for tree 

planting, establishment and 

maintenance.

2.  Seek private funding and other 

sources for the urban forest. 



Strategies Actions Timeline Lead Partners

Conduct a citywide urban forest public outreach 

campaign.

0-5 years DPW UFC, Planning, SFE, FUF

We need more info about what this looks like, 

but it sounds like a good opportuntity and also 

like it fits within established UFC goals. 

Improve ecological literacy of City agency staff and 

public decision makers. 

Ongoing DPW, SFE, SFPUC sfpuc, fuf

Engage residents through new technologies to help 

identify trees and tree issues.

Ongoing SFE Planning, SFE, FUF

Educate the public on tree selection, proper tree care, 

pruning and pests/diseases. 

ONGOING SFE DPW, FUF

Partner with schools, universities, and educational 

institutions to assist with urban forestry research and 

education.

Ongoing PLANNING, UFC, DPW -------

We need more info about what this looks like, 

but it sounds like a good opportuntity and also 

like it fits within established UFC goals. 

Support community tree planting, volunteer and urban 

forestry training programs.

Ongoing FUF DPW

Foster participation of the private sector by organizing 

corporate and university volunteer programs.

ONGOING FUF DPW

Develop strategies to support trees on private 

property.

0-5 YEARS UFC DPW, FUF

For the most part the UFC has focused on public 

property, with the exception of the Landmark 

Tree program and devlopment of the Landmark 

Tree Code and Singificant Tree Code. If this item 

is approved by the UFC, SFE needs to be added 

to the list, as the UFC staffing support. 

Continue the City’s Landmark Tree Program to 

celebrate and protect notable trees. 

Ongoing UFC SFE, DPW
Current work plan item

Develop an Urban Forest Awards Program. 0-5 years UFC SFE, DPW, Planning
How does this fit in with the Landmark Tree 

Program? What does this look like? 

 2.  Encourage participation in the 

planting, establishment and 

maintenance of trees.

3.  Recognize trees with special 

 contributions to San Francisco’s 

landscape (ecological, historical, 

social, or aesthetic).

GOAL 5: ENGAGE RESIDENTS, PUBLIC AGENCIES, AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN CARING FOR THE URBAN FOREST AND DEEPENING A CONNECTION TO NATURE.

1.  Promote urban forest 

education and experiMential 

opportunities.



Consider program to identify trees that provide above-

average benefits to the City.

0-5 years UFC DPW, SFE, Planning
Feedback provided says that this task is about 

iding species of trees, as opposed to the 

Landmark Tree Porgram which identifies 

specimin trees. This is a great goal. 

3.  Recognize trees with special 

 contributions to San Francisco’s 

landscape (ecological, historical, 

social, or aesthetic).


